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Bound to Last Hachette UK
A thought-provoking collection of personal
essays about home What makes a home?
What do equality, safety, and politics have to
do with it? And why is it so important to us to
feel like we belong? In this collection, 30
women writers explore the theme in personal
essays about neighbors, marriage, kids,
sentimental objects, homelessness, domestic
violence, solitude, immigration,
gentrification, geography, and more.
Contributors -- including Amanda Petrusich,
Naomi Jackson, Jane Wong, and Jennifer
Finney Boylan -- lend a diverse range of
voices to this subject that remains at the core
of our national conversations. Engaging,
insightful, and full of hope, This is the Place
will make you laugh, cry, and think hard
about home, wherever you may find it. "This
collection, encompassing a spectrum of races,
ethnicities, religions, sexualities, political
beliefs and classes, could not be timelier . . .
open this book, hear its chorus of voices and

remember that we are a nation of individuals,
bound to each other by our humanity." -- The
New York Times Book Review " . . . an honest
portrait of the U.S., pieced together like an
imperfect American quilt. We need more
books like this." -- BUST
Blueprints for Building Better Girls Dell
A debut novelist interweaves a trio of
voices--haunting, dangerous, full of
longing--mysteriously linked by a
shocking crime and the search to heal the
past Many long years have passed since
the winter of blinding white when Charles
Starkweather and Caril Ann Fugate drove
across the hushed midwestern landscape
and left a trail of blood and pain. So why
does Lowell, a Manhattan collector of
antiquities, still dream of what happened,
despite his wife's best attempts to draw
him back and offer comfort? And who is
Susan, the teenager who appoints herself
a detective, piecing together the story of
the murders while wondering if she'll ever
be loved like Starkweather loved his girl?
And then there's Caril Ann herself, who
takes us back to relive the ride she
swears she could not control. It began on
the day Charlie first saw her, dangling her
bare legs off the edge of a tree house. It
ended outside Valentine, Nebraska, on
that night when she still believed that life
could somehow go back to being normal . .
. ' Every so often a novel comes along
that is capable of redeeming the losses it
so devastatingly conveys. Disturbing,
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bittersweet, and lyrical, Liza Ward's
Outside Valentine is a story of people torn
apart by tragedy and yet, finally,
transformed by love.

Nina Simone's Gum Simon and Schuster
NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’
CHOICE ‧ A “boisterous and infectious
debut novel” (The Guardian) about a
group of friends and their immigrant
families from Queens, New York—a
tenderly observed, fiercely poetic love letter
to a modern generation of brown girls.
“An acute study of those tender moments
of becoming, this is an ode to girlhood,
inheritance, and the good trouble the body
yields.”—Raven Leilani, author of Luster
FINALIST: The New American Voices
Award, The Carol Shields Prize for Fiction,
The VCU Cabell First Novelist Award, The
New American Voices Award, The Center
for Fiction First Novel Prize ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR:
PopSugar, Kirkus Reviews If you really
want to know, we are the color of 7-Eleven
root beer. The color of sand at Rockaway
Beach when it blisters the bottoms of our
feet. Color of soil . . . Welcome to Queens,
New York, where streets echo with
languages from all over the globe, subways
rumble above dollar stores, trees bloom and
topple over sidewalks, and the funky scent of
the Atlantic Ocean wafts in from Rockaway
Beach. Within one of New York City’s
most vibrant and eclectic boroughs, young
women of color like Nadira, Gabby, Naz,
Trish, Angelique, and countless others,
attempt to reconcile their immigrant
backgrounds with the American culture in
which they come of age. Here, they become
friends for life—or so they vow. Exuberant
and wild, together they roam The City That
Never Sleeps, sing Mariah Carey at the tops
of their lungs, yearn for crushes who pay

them no mind—and break the hearts of
those who do—all while trying to heed their
mothers’ commands to be obedient
daughters. But as they age, their paths
diverge and rifts form between them, as
some choose to remain on familiar streets,
while others find themselves ascending in the
world, beckoned by existences foreign and
seemingly at odds with their humble roots. A
blazingly original debut novel told by a
chorus of unforgettable voices, Brown Girls
illustrates a collective portrait of childhood,
adulthood, and beyond, and is a striking
exploration of female friendship, a powerful
depiction of women of color attempting to
forge their place in the world today. For
even as the conflicting desires of ambition
and loyalty, freedom and commitment,
adventure and stability risk dividing them, it
is to one another—and to Queens—that the
girls ultimately return.
This Angel on My Chest Seal
Press
Fifteen years ago, in 1975,
Genna Hewett-Meade's college
roommate died a mysterious,
violent, terrible death.
Minette Swift had been a
fiercely individualistic
scholarship student, an
assertive—even
prickly—personality, and one
of the few black girls at an
exclusive women's liberal
arts college near
Philadelphia. By contrast,
Genna was a quiet, self-
effacing teenager from a
privileged upper-class home,
self-consciously struggling
to make amends for her own
elite upbringing. When,
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partway through their freshman
year, Minette suddenly fell
victim to an increasing
torrent of racist harassment
and vicious slurs—from within
the apparent safety of their
tolerant, "enlightened"
campus—Genna felt it her duty
to protect her roommate at all
costs. Now, as Genna
reconstructs the months,
weeks, and hours leading up to
Minette's tragic death, she is
also forced to confront her
own identity within the social
framework of that time. Her
father was a prominent civil
defense lawyer whose radical
politics—including defending
anti-war terrorists wanted by
the FBI—would deeply affect
his daughter's outlook on
life, and later challenge her
deepest beliefs about social
obligation in a morally gray
world. Black Girl / White Girl
is a searing double portrait
of "black" and "white," of
race and civil rights in post-
Vietnam America, captured by
one of the most important
literary voices of our time.
Last Things FSG Originals
A gorgeous literary debut about second
chances, New England Book Festival prize
winner The Rest of Us is an indelible love
story that explores the legacy of an affair
between a young student and her older
professor. As a college student, Terry fell
madly and destructively in love with
Rhinehart, her famous poetry professor—a
relationship from which she never fully
recovered. Now, fifteen years later, she is

single, still living in the New York City walk-
up she moved into after college, and
languishing as a photographer’s assistant,
having long since abandoned her own art.
When she stumbles on Rhinehart’s
obituary online, complete with litany of his
many accomplishments, she finds herself
taking stock of the ways she has not lived
up to her youthful expectations—and
surprisingly distraught at the thought of
never seeing him again. And then, a few
weeks later, she bumps into Rhinehart
himself: very much alive, married, and
Christmas shopping at Bloomingdale’s.
What ensues is an intense and beautiful
friendship, an unexpected second act that
inspires Terry to come to terms with the
consequences of their past and the depth
of her own aspirations—and to begin to grow
again, as an artist and a woman. A
captivating read to the last page, The Rest
of Us explores those nagging questions
that haunt us when we think of who we are,
and who we might have been—a love letter
to New York City and the struggles of its
artists, and a sharp and stirring novel of the
heart from a “promising new voice in
fiction” (The Daily Beast).
Tin House Magazine Random House
In 1931, Emily Thornhill, one of the few
women in the Chicago press, covers the
murders of Asta Eicher and her three
children and, obsessed with finding out
what happened to this beautiful family,
allies herself with the man funding the
investigation.
Brown Girls Knopf
Elissa Schappell, “a diva of the
encapsulating phrase, capable of
conveying a Pandora’s box of feeling in a
single line” (The New York Times Book
Review) delivers eight provocative, darkly
funny linked stories that map America’s
shifting cultural landscape from the late
1970s to the present day. Blueprints for
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Building Better Girls delves into the lives of
an eclectic cast of archetypal female
characters—from the high school slut to the
good girl, the struggling artist to the college
party girl, the wife who yearns for a child to
the reluctant mother—mapping America’s
shifting cultural landscape from the late
1970s to the present day. Its
interconnected stories explore the
commonly shared but rarely spoken of
experiences that build girls into women and
women into wives and mothers. In
revealing all their vulnerabilities and
twisting our preconceived notions of who
they are, Elissa Schappell alters how we
think about the nature of female identity
and how it evolves.
A Ladder to the Sky Hachette Books
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An “addictive,
thoughtful” novel (Entertainment Weekly)
that brings us through the thrilling,
bewildering years of early adulthood while
pulling us inside the circle of three friends,
perfectly capturing the wild frustrations and
soaring joys of modern life. Isabella, Mary,
and Lauren feel like everyone they know is
getting married. On Sunday after Sunday,
at bridal shower after bridal shower, they
coo over toasters, collect ribbons and
wrapping paper, eat minuscule sandwiches
and cakes. They wear pastel dresses and
drink champagne by the case, but amid the
celebration these women have their own
lives to contend with: Isabella is working a
dead-end job, Mary is dating a nice guy
with an awful mother, and Lauren is
waitressing at a midtown bar and
wondering why she's attracted to the
sleazy bartender.
This Is the Place Harper Collins
After two acclaimed story collections,
Laura van den Berg brings us Find Me, her
highly anticipated debut novel—a gripping,
imaginative, darkly funny tale of a young
woman struggling to find her place in the

world. Joy has no one. She spends her
days working the graveyard shift at a
grocery store outside Boston and nursing
an addiction to cough syrup, an attempt to
suppress her troubled past. But when a
sickness that begins with memory loss and
ends with death sweeps the country, Joy,
for the first time in her life, seems to have
an advantage: she is immune. When Joy's
immunity gains her admittance to a hospital
in rural Kansas, she sees a chance to
escape her bleak existence. There she
submits to peculiar treatments and follows
seemingly arbitrary rules, forming cautious
bonds with other patients—including her
roommate, whom she turns to in the night
for comfort, and twin boys who are digging
a secret tunnel. As winter descends, the
hospital's fragile order breaks down and
Joy breaks free, embarking on a journey
from Kansas to Florida, where she believes
she can find her birth mother, the woman
who abandoned her as a child. On the road
in a devastated America, she encounters
mysterious companions, cities turned
strange, and one very eerie house. As Joy
closes in on Florida, she must confront her
own damaged memory and the secrets she
has been keeping from herself.
Rules for Saying Goodbye Harper Collins
“In this carefully wrought coming-of-age
memoir, a young American writer searches for
home in an unlikely place: East Berlin
immediately after the fall of the wall.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review Rob
Spillman—the award-winning, charismatic
cofounding editor of the legendary Tin House
magazine—has devoted his life to the rebellious
pursuit of artistic authenticity. Born in Germany
to two driven musicians, his childhood was
spent among the West Berlin cognoscenti, in a
city two hundred miles behind the Iron Curtain.
There, the Berlin Wall stood as a stark
reminder of the split between East and West,
between suppressed dreams and freedom of
expression. After an unsettled youth moving
between divorced parents in disparate cities,
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Spillman would eventually find his way into the
literary world of New York City, only to
abandon it to return to Berlin just months after
the Wall came down. Twenty-five and newly
married, Spillman and his wife, the writer Elissa
Schappell, moved to the anarchic streets of
East Berlin in search of the bohemian lifestyle
of their idols. But Spillman soon discovered he
was chasing the one thing that had always
eluded him: a place, or person, to call home. In
his intimate, entertaining, and heartfelt memoir,
Spillman narrates a colorful, music-filled
coming-of-age portrait of an artist’s life that is
also a cultural exploration of a shifting Berlin.
“With wry humor and wonder, Spillman
beautifully captures the deadpan hedonism of
the East Berliners and the city’s sense of
infinite possibility.” —The New York Times Book
Review “A thrilling portrait of the artist as
intrepid young adventure seeker.” —Vanity Fair
“Convivial, page-turning . . . Spillman’s life is a
good one to read.” —The Washington Post
What My Mother Gave Me Penguin
A trenchant yet sympathetic portrait of
Lee Miller, one of the iconic faces and
careers of the twentieth century.
Carolyn Burke reveals Miller as a
multifaceted woman: both model and
photographer, muse and reporter,
sexual adventurer and mother, and, in
later years, gourmet cook—the last of the
many dramatic transformations she
underwent during her lifetime. A sleek
blond bombshell, Miller was part of a
glamorous circle in New York and Paris
in the 1920s and 1930s as a leading
Vogue model, close to Edward
Steichen, Charlie Chaplin, Jean
Cocteau, and Pablo Picasso. Then,
during World War II, she became a war
correspondent—one of the first women
to do so—shooting harrowing images of
a devastated Europe, entering Dachau
with the Allied troops, posing in Hitler’s
bathtub. Burke examines Miller’s

troubled personal life, from the unsettling
photo sessions during which Miller, both
as a child and as a young woman,
posed nude for her father, to her crucial
affair with artist-photographer Man Ray,
to her unconventional marriages. And
through Miller’s body of work, Burke
explores the photographer’s journey
from object to subject; her eye for form,
pattern, and light; and the powerful
emotion behind each of her images.A
lushly illustrated story of art and beauty,
sex and power, Modernism and
Surrealism, independence and
collaboration, Lee Miller: A Life is an
astute study of a fascinating, yet
enigmatic, cultural figure.
Use Me Faber & Faber
Lee Fiora is a shy fourteen-year-old
when she leaves small-town Indiana for
a scholarship at Ault, an exclusive
boarding school in Massachusetts. Her
head is filled with images from the
school brochure of handsome boys in
sweaters leaning against old brick
buildings, girls running with lacrosse
sticks across pristine athletics fields,
everyone singing hymns in chapel. But
as she soon learns, Ault is a minefield
of unstated rules and incomprehensible
social rituals, and Lee must work hard
to find - and maintain - her place in the
pecking order.
I Am Not a Slut Harper Collins
THE TIMES TOP 10 BESTSELLERA
GUARDIAN, TELEGRAPH, THE TIMES,
IRISH TIMES, ROUGH TRADE, MOJO,
CLASH, ROLLING STONE, UNCUT BOOK
OF THE YEARFrom award-winning musician
and composer Warren Ellis comes the
unexpected and inspiring story of a piece of
chewing gum. FEATURING AN
INTRODUCTION BY NICK CAVE'Warren has
turned this memento, snatched from his idol's
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piano in a moment of rapture, into a genuine
religious artefact.'NICK CAVE'Such a mad,
happy book about art and music and
obsession. I'm so glad I got to read it. It made
the world feel lighter.'NEIL GAIMAN'In praise of
meaning-rich relics and magical things. Totally
heartwarming project.'MAX PORTER'A unique
study of a fan's devotion, of transcendence and
of the artistic vocation - it's got depth and great
warmth. It's a beautiful piece of work.'KEVIN
BARRYI hadn't opened the towel that
contained her gum since 2013. The last person
to touch it was Nina Simone, her saliva and
fingerprints unsullied. The idea that it was still
in her towel was something I had drawn
strength from. I thought each time I opened it
some of Nina Simone's spirit would vanish. In
many ways that thought was more important
than the gum itself.On Thursday 1 July, 1999,
Dr Nina Simone gave a rare performance as
part of Nick Cave's Meltdown Festival. After the
show, in a state of awe, Warren Ellis crept onto
the stage, took Dr Simone's piece of chewed
gum from the piano, wrapped it in her stage
towel and put it in a Tower Records bag. The
gum remained with him for twenty years; a
sacred totem, his creative muse, a conduit that
would eventually take Ellis back to his
childhood and his relationship with found
objects, growing in significance with every
passing year.Nina Simone's Gum is about how
something so small can form beautiful
connections between people. It is a story about
the meaning we place on things, on
experiences, and how they become imbued
with spirituality. It is a celebration of artistic
process, friendship, understanding and love.
'This is such a beautiful f*@king book. Thank
you, Warren. I highly recommend this
motherf*@ker.'FLEA'A beautifully written book
about the power of music and objects. I
powered through it in two days.'COURTNEY
BARNETT'A moving, inspiration insight into a
beautiful mind.'JIM JARMUSCH'The year's
most eccentric and joyful musical
memoir.'DAILY TELEGRAPH (Books of the
year)'[Nina Simone's Gum] is a metaphor for
[Ellis'] creativity - the blossoming of a small
idea into something bigger and bolder - but

also a journey inside the impulsive,
improvisatory mind of Warren Ellis, his
passions, obsessions and superstitions.'
OBSERVER'[A] beautiful, strikingly
idiosyncratic book - part memoir, part essay,
part conceptual art project, all testament to
humans at their strangest and best . . . [Ellis]
sees signifiance where others might
not.'MOJO'A glorious piece of object fetishism .
. . Marvel as Ellis' collection of eccentric
personal mementos morphs into a celebration
of the intangible wonder of
music.'UNCUT'Wonderful.' THE TIMES'The
most peculiar book I've ever read.' CRAIG
BROWN, MAIL ON SUNDAY'Delightful . . . A
joy from start to finish.' BIG ISSUE'A joyous
work full of love, connection, creativity and
gratitude.' THE SPECTATOR'Completely
charming and joyful . . . glorious.' LA REVIEW
OF BOOKS'Beautiful . . . remarkable.' NEW
EUROPEAN
Elegant and Easy Rooms Random
House
The exquisitely artful fiction debut of
Vanity Fair columnist Elissa Schappell
is a novel told in ten stories that
resonate with the most profound
experiences in the life of a young
woman -- friendship and rivalry, the love
for a man, the birth of a child, and the
death of a father.
Drinking Diaries Simon and Schuster
An account of the writer and his wife's
unconventional approach to parenting
ranges from trips to rock festivals to
contending with a biting problem,
offering a version of the new American
family that captures the absurdities of
modern life.
Adored Random House Digital, Inc.
The editors of The Friend Who Got Away
are back with a new anthology that will do
for money what they did for women’s
friendships. Ours is a culture of confession,
yet money remains a distinctly taboo
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subject for most Americans. In this riveting
anthology, a host of celebrated writers
explore the complicated role money has
played in their lives, whether they’re hiding
from creditors or hiding a trust fund. This
collection will touch a nerve with anyone
who’s ever been afraid to reveal their bank
balance. In these wide-ranging personal
essays, Daniel Handler, Walter Kirn, Jill
McCorkle, Meera Nair, Henry Alford, Susan
Choi, and other acclaimed authors write
with startling candor about how money has
strengthened or undermined their closest
relationships. Isabel Rose talks about the
trials and tribulations of dating as an
heiress. Tony Serra explains what led him
to take a forty-year vow of poverty.
September 11 widow Marian Fontana
illuminates the heartbreak and moral
complexities of victim compensation.
Jonathan Dee reveals the debt that nearly
did him in. And in paired essays, Fred
Leebron and his wife Katherine Rhett
discuss the way fights over money have
shaken their marriage to the core again and
again. We talk openly about our romantic
disasters and family dramas, our problems
at work and our battles with addiction. But
when it comes to what is or is not in our
wallets, we remain determinedly mum. Until
now, that is. Money Changes Everything is
the first anthology of its kind—an unflinching
and on-the-record collection of essays filled
with entertaining and enlightening insights
into why we spend, save, and steal. The
pieces in Money Changes Everything range
from the comic to the harrowing, yet they all
reveal the complex, emotionally charged
role money plays in our lives by shattering
the wall of silence that has long surrounded
this topic.
Use Me Da Capo Press
Dylan Landis has an inside track with
the decorating pros. Elegant and Easy
Rooms will tell you their opinions on

everything from how to arrange furniture
in comfortable and imaginative ways to
how to choose a color to create a certain
mood or period (in the 1940's a
particular shade of yellow was the most
popular). The chapters include: Paint
and Color, Walls, Windows, Problem
Rooms--Great Solutions, Home
Furnishings, The Art of Display, and
Telling Details. There will also be an
incredibly useful and valuable appendix
listing all the best mail order resources
for everyone's decorating needs. It will
be illustrated with charming, elegant
black and white drawings that will further
entice you to upgrade your decor.
Green Girl Macmillan
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • "Part horror
tale, part mystery, part romance ... utterly
fantastic.”—O, The Oprah Magazine • The
bestselling, award-winning author of A Visit
from the Goon Squad brilliantly conjures a
world from which escape is impossible and
where the keep—the tower, the last
stand—is both everything worth protecting
and the very thing that must be
surrendered in order to survive. Two
cousins, irreversibly damaged by a
childhood prank, reunite twenty years later
to renovate a medieval castle in Eastern
Europe. In an environment of extreme
paranoia, cut off from the outside world,
the men reenact the signal event of their
youth, with even more catastrophic results.
And as the full horror of their predicament
unfolds, a prisoner, in jail for an unnamed
crime, recounts an unforgettable story that
seamlessly brings the crimes of the past
and present into piercing relation.
All Tomorrow's Parties Farrar, Straus
and Giroux
In this entertaining and enlightening
collection David Lodge considers the art
of fiction under a wide range of
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headings, drawing on writers as diverse
as Henry James, Martin Amis, Jane
Austen and James Joyce. Looking at
ideas such as the Intrusive Author,
Suspense, the Epistolary Novel, Magic
Realism and Symbolism, and illustrating
each topic with a passage taken from a
classic or modern novel, David Lodge
makes the richness and variety of British
and American fiction accessible to the
general reader. He provides essential
reading for students, aspiring writers
and anyone who wants to understand
how fiction works.
McGlue University of Pittsburgh Press
The exquisitely artful fiction debut of Vanity
Fair columnist Elissa Schappell is a novel
told in ten stories that resonate with the
most profound experiences in the life of a
young woman -- friendship and rivalry, the
love for a man, the birth of a child, and the
death of a father.
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